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-scope (instrument used to view)

-scopy (process of viewing

-ectomy (excision, surgical removal)

-tomy (cut into, incision)

-ostomy (surgical creation of an opening into the body) 

-gram (record, radiographic image)

-graph (instrument used to record)

-graphy (process of recording, radiographic imaging)



ECG



CARDIOVASCULAR  SYSTEM

• The cardiovascular system (CVS) is composed mainly 

from the heart and blood vessels.

• The medical word for heart: is the Latin word Cardium,

which is often combined with other words in the forms 

cardi or cardio.

• The heart consists of four chambers:

1. The upper two chambers are called an atrium

(plural: atria).

2. The lower two chambers are called ventricles

(also called ventriculi).



HEART WALL  LAYERS

• The heart wall is composed of three layers:

1.The endocardium layer: is the innermost which 

lines the heart’s chambers and covers its valves. 

Endo- is a Greek prefix that means within.

2. The myocardium: is the heart muscle itself.

3. The epicardium: is the outer layer, Epi- is a Greek 

prefix that means on.

• The heart is protected by a thin sac called the

pericardium. Peri- is a Greek prefix that means

around.





ASCULAR NETWORK

The peripheral vascular system consists of a network of arteries, arterioles, capillaries, 

venules, and veins.

• Artery carries blood away from the heart.

• Nearly all arteries carry oxygen-rich blood from the heart to the rest of the body. The only 

exception is the pulmonary artery, which carries oxygen-depleted blood to the lungs.

• Coronary arteries got their name because they encircle the heart like a crown ( =koron).



• The exchange of fluid, nutrients, and metabolic 

wastes between blood and cells occurs in the

capillaries, which are connected to arteries and veins 

through intermediary vessels called arterioles and 

venules, respectively.

• Veins carry blood toward the heart.

• Nearly all veins carry oxygen-depleted blood.

Except for the pulmonary vein, which carries 

oxygen-rich blood from the lungs to the heart.

• Vasoconstriction refers to the 

narrowing of the vessel diameter.

• Vasodilation refers to enlargement of 

the vessel diameter.















meaning example

CARDIO- heart
echocardiogram = sound wave image of the 

heart.

CYTE- cell thrombocyte = clot forming cell.

HAEM- blood
haematoma - a tumour or swelling filled with 

blood.

THROMB- clot, lump
thrombocytopenia = deficiency of thrombocytes 

in the blood

ERYTHRO- red eryhtrocyte = red blood cell

LEUKO- white leukocyte = white blood cell

VAS- vessel / duct
cerebrovascular = blood vessels of the cerebrum 

of the brain.

HYPER- excessive
hyperglycaemia = excessive levels of glucose in 

blood.

HYPO- deficient / below
hypoglycaemia = abnormally low glucose blood 

levels.

-PENIA deficiency
neutropenia = low levels of neutrophilic 

leukocytes.

-EMIA condition of blood
anaemia = abnormally low levels of red blood 

cells.







Arrhythmia:





Hemostasis

hem/o: blood                                    -stasis: standing still

: Arrest of bleeding or circulation

-stenosis (narrowing, constriction)

-sclerosis (hardening)

Etiology             eti/o: cause              -logy: study of

: Study of the causes of disease.

Diagnosis                  dia-: through, across                 -gnosis: knowing

: Identification of a disease or condition.

Idiopathic           idi/o: unknown     path: disease        -ic: pertaining to, relating to

: Pertaining to conditions or disease, without recognizable cause



Thrombus:                       

thromb: blood clot          -us: condition; structure

:Blood clot that obstructs a vessel.

Embols

embol: plug                                 -us: condition, structure

: Mass of undissolved matter (foreign object, air, gas, tissue, thrombus) circulating in blood or 

lymphatic channels until it becomes lodged in a vessel.

Hypertension

hyper-: excessive, above  normal                                               -tension: to stretch

: Common disorder characterized by elevated blood pressure persistently exceeding 140 mm 

Hg systolic or 90 mm Hg diastolic

Hyperlipidemia

hyper-: excessive, above normal                          lipid: fat                      -emia: blood condition

: Excessive amounts of lipids (cholesterol, phospholipids, and triglycerides) in the blood.
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